
Electric pruning shear

Experience the speed

www.felco801.com

FELCO 801



FELCO 801
The ideal tool for intensive pruning work
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Fast-cutting, light and ergonomic.

The FELCO 801 is the ideal tool for a multitude of professional activities:
viticulture, horticulture, nursery work, the maintenance of parks and
gardens.

The FELCO 801 provides a clean and precise cut for diameters of up to 30
mm.

Designed and made in Switzerland, the FELCO 801 brings together all
FELCO know-how and the latest developments within the electric pruning
shears sector.
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Ergonomics
EXCELLENT MANOEUVRABILITY
Thanks to its design, the FELCO 801 easily finds its way round the plants that require cutting.
The angled cutting head allows a better access to the branches which require cutting.

A soft cord is inserted
through a loop on the
shoulder

Light pruning
shears

Detachable hol-
ster

Ultra-slim Li-Po bat-
tery

Light and slender
harness, close to
the body
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LIGHT AND SLENDER HARNESS
The harness is made from airmesh material and is very comfortable, improving air circulation.
Light and close to the body guaranteeing easier movement.

BATTERY LIFE LASTING ONE COMPLETE DAY
The battery life is able to provide approximately a full day of pruning which varies according to
the durability and diameter of the wood to be cut. Where required, a second battery can be
easily added.

OPTIMAL HANDLING
It is comfortable to grip and pleasant to use thanks to the well balanced tool and to the materi-
als used. The light weight of the FELCO 801 reduces muscular effort in the arm and shoulder.

FELCO 801G: MODEL FOR LEFT-HANDERS
The FELCO 801G is the FELCO 801 specially designed for left-handers.
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High-
technology

FAST-CUTTING
 The cutting cycle is extremely fast, thanks to the

combination of the mechanical engineering system
and a high-technology motor. The motor rotation
speed and the speed of the ball screws have been
improved to enhance performance.

 The semi-open mode offers precious time-saving
when cutting small diameters.

LIGHT
 Pruning shear weight: 745 g (26.3 oz)

EFFICIENT
 The tool design and cutting head geometry enables

the FELCO 801 to move easily amongst the
branches that necessitate cutting.

 The accurate control of the blade movement thanks
to the progressive mode enables maximum preci-
sion, efficient cutting and safety.
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GREASE BOLT
The FELCO 801 is equipped with a grease bolt which enables easy and
efficient lubrification of the cutting head without having to dismantle the
tool.

+

+

+

+

Cutting head micrometric
adjustment

Compact tool design

User-friendly pivot trigger
Cutting capacity:
from 1 to 30 mm

Cutting head made
of superior quality

hardened steel

Semi-open mode

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Pruning shear weight 745 g (26.3 oz) Battery voltage 37 VDC

Weight of an entire battery (with cord
and connector) 790 g (27.9 oz) Li-Po battery strength 2.5 Ah

Weight of the control housing (with
cord) 545 g (19.2 oz) Charging time 2h

Harness weight 920 g (32.4 oz) Pruning shear length 255 mm (10 in.)

Charger operating power 100-240 Volts
50-60 Hz Motor rotation speed 20,000 rpm per

min

+
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Cutting
quality
CLEAN AND PRECISE CUT

Thanks to its cutting head made of superior quality hardened steel, the FELCO 801 provides
a clean and precise cut. It is possible to cut branches without damaging them.

The blade coating facilitates the slide action and reduces the energy required for cutting.

The precise adjustment system for the clearance between the blade and the anvil blade
ensures a clean, accurate cut, throughout the entire day.

Le FELCO 801 offre tous les avantages d’un
outil électrique tout en conservant les
qualités d’une coupe manuelle.
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ADDITIONAL CUTTING HEADS

800F 800M

Different types of cutting heads can be used with the FELCO 801:

800F:  Ideal for cutting wood with diameters of up to 20 mm. This slim cutting head offers
improved penetration into the wood to be cut.
800M:  Ideal for cutting the hooves of sheep and goats.



FELCO 880 Powerpack
Pruning work can be carried out in complete comfort thanks to the
FELCO 880 powerpack. This electroportable set (harness, battery,
control unit and remote unit) is compatible with other tools within the
FELCOtronic range.

BATTERIES
Ultra-light and slim lithium polymer
(Li-Po) technology batteries.

The battery, with its very own electro-
nics, represents a fully interchan-
geable element.

The tool can be used with 1 or 2 batte-
ries, dependent on the load level (Pa-
tent: Japan no. JP5153930, other
countries pending). When cutting
wood with extreme durability or diame-
ters for an entire day, the second bat-
tery is needed.

Two hours are required to charge the
battery.

CONTROL
HOUSING
Handling and management of the
pruning shears.

USB port with option of charging from
a mobile telephone or MP3 for
example.

REMOTE HOUS-
ING
Easy access to the following controls:
- Start/stop
- Selection/cancellation of work
options, stand-by and semi-opening*
- Cancellation of step-by-step mode*
Integrated screen displaying lots of
useful information such as:
- charge status of each battery
- number of cuts
- usage time
- percentage of large, medium and
small cuts
- troubleshooting...

* These two functions are compatible
with the FELCO 820 and FELCO
801

SIMPLE AND EASY
MAINTENANCE
FELCO 801 maintenance is simple: the blade can be
changed without opening the tool body. To ensure pruning
shear longevity, all that is required is regular sharpening of
the blade, cutting head adjustment checks and oiling
where required.
The annual check must be carried out by our approved
partners.

AFTER-SALES SERVICE
Our official sales network distributors offer an unbeatable
service.
Details of your nearest FELCOtronic contact are available at
www.felco.com
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FELCOTRONIC OFFER

FELCO
 Ø cutting in mm 0-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-45

 Ø cutting in in. 0-0.39 0.39-0.59 0.59-0.79 0.79-0.98 0.98-1.18 1.18-1.38 1.38-1.77

FELCO 801 *** *** *** *** **

FELCO 801G *** *** *** *** **
FELCO 801 + cut-

ting head 800F *** ** * **
FELCO 801 + cut-
ting head 800M

Cutting head for hooves

FELCO 820 * ** *** *** *** *** **

THE QUALITY OF FELCO CUTTING HEADS
With more than a million cutting heads produced per year and more than 30 million pruning
shears created since 1945, FELCO expertise ensures perfect cutting quality. This knowledge
is recognized worldwide by pruning professionals worldwide.
Located, ever since its origins, in Switzerland, in Geneveys-sur-Coffrane, in the heart of the
Watch Valley, FELCO is an international
benchmark in terms of quality, reliability and
longevity.

* the cutting capacity is provided as an example. It depends on the type of wood to be cut.
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Distributor's seal

FELCO SA
CH-2206

Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane

SWITZERLAND

T +41 328 581 466

F +41 328 571 930

info@felco.com

www.felco.com
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